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Arabic Rhetoric A Pragmatic Ysis
Obama Recognizes Need to Embrace Democratic Change in Arab World President Barack Obama has handled the uprisings in the Arab world very well. Indeed, his pragmatic but principled approach has ...
Obama Recognizes Need to Embrace Democratic Change in Arab World
The U.S. secretary of state and Yair Lapid met in Rome as part of a push to create a lasting alliance between the two countries.
Blinken Meets With New Israeli Counterpart As Both Governments Try To Reset Relations
These are just samples of the rhetoric emanating from distinguished ... neglected to include Jewish voices when discussing the Arab-Israeli conflict, and legitimized the attack on Jewish identity ...
How Faculty and Teachers Spread Israel-Hatred and Antisemitism
If a pragmatic solution to facilitate the flow ... Another EU official said the rhetoric needed to be toned down and that members states are aligned. Article 16 is an emergency trigger that ...
Johnson Threatens to Suspend Brexit Protocol in Row With EU
The Biden administration is laying the groundwork for a renewed push to encourage more Arab countries to sign ... big political and pragmatic developments need to fall into place in the region.
Biden embraces a Trump policy in backing Arab-Israeli deals
Now, with Trump sidelined in Florida and Netanyahu leading the opposition, President Joe Biden and Prime Minister Naftali Bennett are focused on pragmatic ... toned down the rhetoric on Iran.
Blinken, Lapid meet in Rome amid reset US-Israel relations
Locations are still being worked out. Guam, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates are possible locations, a senior administration official said. The United States last weekend abandoned Bagram air ...
Afghans must decide their own future, says Biden
Now, with Trump sidelined in Florida and Netanyahu leading the opposition, President Joe Biden and Prime Minister Naftali Bennett are focused on pragmatic ... toned down the rhetoric on Iran.
Blinken, Lapid meet in Rome in effort to reset U.S.-Israel relations
Its impact was also felt within Israel’s cities, where the country’s 2 million-strong Arab minority makes up ... the impact of both legislation and rhetoric under former Prime Minister ...
Israeli military says it launched airstrike at Gaza over incendiary balloons
The United Arab Emirates has bitterly opposed a proposed deal by the alliance of oil producing countries to raise production, causing a stalemate that could derail efforts to curb rising crude ...
Tensions escalate ahead of Opec meeting as Saudi-UAE spat remains unresolved
Now, with Trump sidelined in Florida and Netanyahu leading the opposition, President Joe Biden and Prime Minister Naftali Bennett are focused on pragmatic ... toned down the rhetoric on Iran.
Blinken, Israeli Foreign Minister Meet in Rome Amid Reset Bilateral Relations
Yet they are hardly surprising, since they mirror other rhetoric by senior Republicans ... some allies believe he should also choose a more pragmatic voice, perhaps including a lawmaker who ...
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